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This exclusive Jeremy Sylvester contains 9 best seller sample packs for a hugely reduced price. Over 50

OFF Contents Description: Bumpy 4x4 House Loops - Jeremy Sylvester Bumpy 4x4 House Loops is a

Phat collection of 50 high quality choice drum loops for UKG, 4x4 and Underground House music

production. It includes over 280MB of 24 Bit WAV, REX2 & APPLE LOOPS format files. This superb up to

the minute pack was created by no other than UK house & garage legend Jeremy Sylvester known the

world over for his productions over the years on the infamous UK house label Nice n Ripe, Azuli Records,

Stealth Recordings amongst many other indie and major labels. These drums contain his trade mark

shoulder popping, bumpy, tough, gritty drum sound, using an Akai MPC5000 and Native Instrument

Maschine. Deep House Progressions This is a proffessional sample pack for serious Deep House

Producers. Capture the essence of Deep House with Sexy, erotic, pulsating MIDI chords riffs and
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patterns with driving basslines. This EXCLUSIVE 166 MB collection of over 260 royalty free samples was

created by New York producer/musician Ray Diaz. It contains high quality musical patterns, Chord hooks,

Bass line hooks & Keybord Riffs that will inject life into your musical productions and take it to a whole

new level. Create Deep n Soulful House music like your favourite artist / producers such as Kerri

Chanldler, Lil Louis Vega, Jimpster, Dennis Ferrer, Oscar P, Dj Disciple, Grant Nelson, Pepe goa, Duce

Martinez, Sammy Rock and others.. This pack is a real treat for Deep House producers, so dont delay,

and purchase this Brand new sample pack today to download and use instantly within your musical

productions.. Dirty House Tools UK House Don, Jeremy Sylvester brings us this superb collection of

samples from his personal sound library collection. Jeremy is no stranger to the House music scene,

having released records on many of the scenes elite record labels, such as Azuli Records, Defected

Records, Strickly Rhythm, Sony BMG, EMI, Positiva, Diamond House Records, Stealth Records to name

but a few. This download pack contains very exclusive and sort after samples from a library built up over

many years as a producer on the international House & underground scene. This Library is excellent if

you are just staring out in production, or if you are an established producer. GOD LTD Speed Garage

Tools Carefully compiled by Speed Garage & UK Garage/Funky Basslines Legend G.O.D Limited from

Nice n Ripe Records. An excellent collection of Speed Garage sounds in the form of drum hits, basslines,

effects sounds and various sounds, to create the ultimate Speed Garage & Funky Basslines sample pack.

All sounds have been meticulously designed and processed to meet only the highest standards of quality,

allowing you to focus on creating great music productions. All sounds are separated WAV files, royalty

free and ready to use within your own productions, whether it be in Reason, Logic, Ableton Live or any

other software instrument that uses Wav format. All the ingredients you need to create speed garage &

funky bassline tracks. Love House Records - Producer Pack Love House Records is the home of dance

artists & producers Fletch, Jeremy Sylvester, Pure Orange, Juice String, Dj Disciple, The Kiki Twins, Lady

Bunny, Jeremy B, Slarta John (Basement Jaxx), and many more.. If your looking for upfront Funky

House, Afro House Grooves or Disco grooves , then this pack will surely get you in the right direction to

create those killah dance floor productions.. Melanie Jane - Dnb, House and Dubstep Vocals An

exclusive selection of female mc/rap vocals from Producer Pack. 223 London underground style vocal

samples from one of Brixton South Londons best female rappers Melanie Jane. These vocal hooks are all

recorded in 24bit WAV format for use within most software instruments on the market today, so just drop



them into your DAW and watch your music tracks suddenly gain life with these very useable 100

copyright free samples. If you make Drum n Bass, Breaks, House, House, Electro, Trance, Dubstep,

Grime, UK Garage or anything else similar to these genre, then this pack is definitely for you. Melanies

vocal style is very unique and her voice has been heard in raves, clubs and pirate stations all over

London and the South East. Her HYPE style vocal spit will send the crowds into a frenzy and her SEXY

soulful singing vocals will send goose pimples down your neck. Producer Sound Library - Jeremy

Sylvester - Volume 1 House, Underground, UK Garage, Speed Garage, 4x4, Old Skool, Grime, Dub Step

& 2 Step The Ultimate Underground Music Producer Pack. Contains over 550 samples of beats, loops,

basslines, chord stabs & hits,sound fx and vocal snippets, all royalty free. This pack contains very

exclusive sounds built up over many years from 1992 onwards, as well as newly created sounds. Good

producers over the years develop an ear for sounds, and over time develop there own unique sound

library. We hope you will be inspired by Jeremys sound collection, and hope you will develop your own

sound from them. Sex Weed by Juice String - Tech House/Minimal/ Electro Loops After the huge success

of there massive single Sex Weed on Roger Sanchez imprint Stealth Recordings out of Amsterdam,

which saw remixes by Laidback Luke, whos remix career was launched off the back of his mix and Roger

Sanchezs own remix which took the Electro House scene by storm, Juice String compile this specially

prepared sample pack containing royalty free loops & samples for use in your productions.. Now you too

can create Dirty,Sexy and upfront Electro House tracks just like they did, and who knows, you may even

come up with that killer track too.Use this pack as inspiration for your own productions. 338MB of

Exclusive upto the minute, high quality club banging loops & samples all 100 copyright free and free to

use within your music productions. If your looking for Sexy, Dirty Tech House & Minimal Electro Loops

and samples, then youve come to the right place. This is UK Grimes Fever This is UK Grime Fever

features seriously Grimey drum hits, loops and percussion sounds designed for Urban music styles such

a Grime, Dubstep, Hip Hop, House, Dnb, Dub, Reggae, Reggaeton and more. Load up your samplers

and drum machines with high quality drum hits designed to cause maximum damage in clubs. You

SERIOUSLY need this in your sound collection. PLEASE NOTE: This does not contain the pattern loops

previewed in the sound clip, only the actual drum hits and sounds are featured. Size: 2.05 GB (Zipped)

(EXTREMELY LARGE FILE) Format: WAV / REX2 / APPLE LOOPS / MIDI Contains: Loops Beats

Construction Kits Music Loops Effects One Shots producerpack.com
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